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My invention generally relates to a tote cap for use in 
carrying surf boards or any object on the head with com 
fort and security. 
An object of the invention is to provide a tote cap 

that is easy to use, is of simple construction and low 
cost to manufacture. 

Another object of my invention is to provide a tote 
cap that will remain Where it is placed in relation to 
the object to be carried. 

Another object of my invention is to provide a tote 
cap with a vacuum cup or cups, so that the tote cap 
may be secured ‘to the object or article to be carried before 
placing on the head. 

These together with other objects and advantages which 
will become apparent reside in the details of construction 
and operation as will 'be more fully described and 
claimed, reference being made to the accompanying draw 
ing forming a part hereof, wherein like numerals refer 
to like parts throughout, and in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of my invenion repe 

resentative of its use in carrying an ‘object such as a 
surf board. 
FIGURE 2 is a top plan view. 
FIGURE 3 is a cross sectional view taken at approxi 

mately 3-3 of FIGURE 2. 
Referring speci?cally to the drawing there is represented 

an invention designated by numeral 10, all ?gures. An 
inverted dome-like shell 11, [of ?ber glass, other plastic 
or other suitable material, FIGURES l, 2 and 3 and 
having a hole 12, at the top, FIGURE 3. 

Inserted through this hole 12, is assembled the ?ange 
end of the lower round portion of the suction cup 14. 
The suction cup 14 is of rubber or other suitable material 
and is mounted into the dome-like shell 11 with the open 
suction end upward as shown in FIGURE 3. ‘ 
A padding .15 ‘of sponge rubber, sponge-like plastic or 

other suitable material is cemented or otherwise secured 
to the inside of the dome-like shell 11, FIGURE 3. 
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Operation 

The operation and use will be obvious to one skilled 
in the art, except that in the preferred use of my inven 
tion, as indicated, with the carrying of a surf board and 
the like, a reference mark is placed upon the surface of 
the surf board. The mark is placed at the approximate 
center of gravity. The suction cup is then placed upon 
the object to be carried to coincide with the mark. 
The purpose of the padding is also quite obvious, the 

protection of the head. 
It will be clear that the embodiment of the invention 

as herewith illustrated and described may be used in 
many ways as well as changed. Such changes will not 
affect the essence of the invention as described in the 
annexed claims. 
What I claim as new is as follows: 
1. In a, tote cap comprising, in combination, a suction 

cup having a base ?anged area at one end and a suction 
portion at the opposite end, an inverted, hard domeJike 
shell for placing on the upper portion of the head and 
having a hole at the top center therethrough- for insertion 
of the base ?anged area of said suction cup, the suction 
[portion of the suction cup opening upward to hold an 
object to be carried above the head. 

2. In a tote cap of the type described in claim 1, and 
further ‘characterized by the inverted hard dome-like shell 
having a sponge-like padding secured inside and at the 
top for padding the head. 

3. In a tote cap of the type described in claim 1 and 
further characterized by being provided with more than 
one suction cup located on the top portion of the in 
verted dome-like shell for holding an object for carry 
ing over head. 
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